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Respondents (29 of 40) 

4th Street Social Club 
Areteway 
Beer baron 
Belly left coast kitchen  
Bollywood  
California luggage 
Corrick’s 
Cupcake 
E.R. Sawyer Jewelers 
El palomar mexican food  
Exchange Bank 
Gerard’s paella  
Jojo sushi restaurant  
Kindred Fair Trade 
La Rosa Tequileria & Grille 
Land and water coffee  
liv fashion boutique  
Mac’s Deli and Café 
Made Local Marketplace 
Mark Allen Jewelers 
Miso good ramen  
Positively Fourth St 
Revive Hair Collective  
Russian River Brewing Company 
Sunny's BoBa & More 
The Parish café 
Timothy Patrick Jewelers 
Ting Hau Restaurant 
Treehorn Books 
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If you are able to quantify the impact Open & Out has had on your business, please share the 
impact. 

It seems that many people are coming to the area for the outdoor dining and some stop by our 

store because they are here. 

Net Revenues down 5% year on year Jul Aug 

Open & Out has allowed us to maintain a decent amount of our seating capacity. Obviously it's 

no where near it used to be, especially with no large parties, but it has been very helpful in 

allowing us to accommodate a somewhat normal amount of business. 

Shitting on fourth Street is the best thing Santa Rosa ever did please please keep a close. 

Having 1000 people downtown and having fun enjoying themselves at restaurants and 

businesses is better than having 20 cars parked there  

I support and think it has been good for downtown.   

The program has been a critical factor that helped our restaurant during the pandemic by 

providing additional seatings area and the al fresco dining effectively draws the  locals to 

downtown Santa Rosa  

It has allowed us to stay open or it would not have been possible  

Undetermined 

Our business dropped significantly ( almost in half) when the streets were closed to traffic. The 

pedestrian traffic does not come to our part of the 600 block.  It is truly empty in the street and 

we need the traffic and customers that come with the parking on 4th.   

august my business was off by 47% the worst month since the great recession, i can provide 

exact numbers if requested 

Has cut back on walk in foot traffic 
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It's so hard to quantify overall, but it appears that Open & Out has brought more people 

downtown than would have come without it. I can say that our Sundays, with Safari Sundays, 

has consistently doubled our Sunday revenue. And lot of this is from people who were already 

downtown and did not know about it ahead of time. 

Makes it harder for long-time customers to visit store. 

We like the vibe downtown! 

Initially, down about 20%: but steadily improving with the efforts of the many volunteers to 

improve the appearance of the street and parklets. I’m certainly willing to live with this if it helps 

the restaurants stay in business. 

We have seen a 20% drop from when we opened and the street was not closed. We do not see 

any reason that the street cant be open for the morning and closed in the afternoon.  

We cannot open if we are unable to add tables outside if 4th street is open to vehicles  

It has kept us alive 

it helped us to add seats that we lost in interior dining 

We have to focus on online sales right now to pay the bills, but I think having one way trafic on 

4th st might help with people circulation and turning the NorthEast quartant of the surface 

parking lot behind 707 4th into a large, covered, heated, open wall, dining patio venue with cozy 

lighting and wood would be effective.  Cars could still circulate through and use the lot with 

minor adjustments for ingress and egress. 

March/April/May revenues were down -45%, -65%, and -51% respectively over 2019.  After 

reopening indoor dining temporarily at limited capacity, we ended up at -40% in June. Once we 

moved outdoors and customers started coming back, we were down only -27% for the past 2 

months.  We are also supplementing our dining revenue with an increase in packaged beer to 

go.  Food and draft beer sales are down 49% and 58% respectively YTD. But the best part is we 

were able to keep a few more employees with the ability to have outdoor dining.   

The numbers just are not good enough for us to keep going but we are still believers in the open 

and out concept.   

Not helped much. The reality is that people are simply not coming downtown like they once did. 

 

Please share anything else you wish the Downtown Subcommittee to take into account 

when making their decision. 

Use real medical impact data on Covid and reopen. 

Does the subcommittee have an voice in getting indoor dining back?  Because that would be a 

huge win for all restaurants. Especially considering the horrible air quality lately. I'm very fearful 

that so many of our small businesses are going to disappear after the next two months. 

Do not open up fourth Street having fourth Street shut down is the best thing you guys ever did 

it has a very European feel please don’t change that.  
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As we head into winter and holidays thinking open and out will be less beneficial and while 

would be open to extending past Oct 15th I think we need to have a firm reopening street date 

that will help all retailers as we head into the fall and holiday seasons which are critical for their 

businesses.  

"The closure of the 500 block on 4th street Has been a lifeboat for our restaurant. We were 

operated at 40% comparing with same period of last year and the Open and Out program saved 

our business.  

My concern is for the safety of the area. Besides the aching issues with the homeless, Our front 

door was smashed couple nights ago and the thrift store’s door was smashed again the next 

night. And the Best Collateral pawn shop was burglarized last month.  

My hope is for the Program to keep 500 block opening after October 15 with better safety 

protection for the area. " 

Outside dining with through traffic is optimum 

Retail depends on the 4th quarter for our survival. Please open the streets to cars and 

customers.  Parklets are fine within parking spaces! Excellent compromise! 

Please open the streets, parklets are a fine idea, but not closing fourth st to through traffic. 

August was the slowest month of business since the great recession. if this program continues i 

will be forced to move my business out of downtown Santa Rosa adding to the already alarming 

vacancy rate. The CDC had concluded indoor and outdoor dining has caused the wide spread 

of covid 19 ( see press democrat article)  with this knowledge we know that open and out has 

caused the spread of covid 19. While open and out has helped a few select restaurants it has 

had a dramatic negative effect on retail businesses. Possiblty contributing to store closures. 

Please consider more than just the restaurants. A happy compromise is reduced parklets with 

an open street. Also remove the parklets that are not being used, 

Our biggest season, the holiday season, starts after Thanksgiving. I would prefer to have streets 

open at that time. I worry that the perception will be that downtown doesn't have enough parking 

for people to shop downtown. Thank you! 

Street closure only benefits restaurants. It hurts retail. As weather gets colder & wetter it will kill 

retail. Making it much harder for older customers to access stores, carry merchandise etc. If you 

want an outdoor food court put it in the Square & keep streets open. Think about others besides 

just the restaurants. 

We have loved it and would really like to do it next Spring/Summer/early Fall!!! 

I love having 4th closed to vehicles but am concerned about the negative impact rain will have 

on customers not being able to park closer to businesses. Our entire annual business relies on 

4th quarter and we need as few barriers to entry as possible. I'd love to see the street close 

back down 2nd and 3rd quarter 2021. 

I believe we can find a way to accommodate both the retail and restaurant businesses 

downtown and with the coronavirus and smoky conditions , we all need to pull together to 

survive. 
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Hope this time around we are considered. I have spoke with all of our partnering businesses 

and a compromise is widely accepted so we can all have the best opportunity to stay busy in 

these times.  

Leave 4th street open to pedestrians  

I’m not sure people will continue to come sit outside during inclement weather. We would 

attempt it I suppose, but we are really hoping to be able to come back inside during the cold and 

rainy months. I also think people will be less willing to walk as far as they have been . 

Temporary one way trafic on 4th in a Westerly direction but on the South side of the street from 

E St. up to where it ends now by the hotel,. would create nice loopS without interfering with 

most of the parklettes.  It will restore more of a city center socializing vibe with people circulating 

through in cars, and also lend a more accessible feeling to the area, being able to take a drive 

downtown to see what’s happening and check out the scene, more active, more enticing.  Also, 

a really beautiful contemporary holiday theme, maybe focusing on Fall , including nods to 

Halloween, harvest, Thanksgiving, and the beauty of nature in Autumn, then Winter, with nods 

to various cozy traditions, and the beauty of nature in winter              ✨ 

Bars and restaurants are closing daily throughout the state, country and beyond.  We can go 

back to food and beer to go only, but we will end up permanently laying off about 12-15 more 

employees.  In early August we permanently laid off over 80 employees between our Santa 

Rosa and Windsor locations. Several of our employees have chosen to leave the area due to 

the high cost of living and lack of affordable housing. We at RRBC, as well as most of our 

customers, are also really enjoying having 4th Street closed down with the festive and 

comfortable atmosphere that it provides. I understand some retailers do not like 4th Street 

closed.  But they also don't like paid parking (except for Bernie, of course :-)) and the serious 

ongoing homeless crisis. None of us do. We still have a wait for our 15 outodoor tables almost 

all day every day and do our best to send customers shopping at downtown businesses while 

they wait.  Please consider keeping 4th Street closed a little longer for the survival of our 

downtown restaurants and job security for our staff.  Thank you! 

I think it is still maturing with the art, music , etc and will only get better with time.   

As the weather  changes in the Fall, how can the restaurants operate outside? If they can get 

heaters and roofs over their outdoor patios that would be great. If they cannot operate outside, 

I’d say open 4th St to traffic. Though I see effort to make the aesthetics better on 4th St., much 

more could be done. Little Italy in San Diego is a great example of how to make the outdoor 

dining pleasing to the eye. The big crate looking structures Restaurants currently have are not 

attractive in my opinion. 


